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ABSTRACT Cytosine methylation affects mechanical properties of DNA and potentially alters the hydration fingerprint for
recognition by proteins. The atomistic origin for these effects is not well understood, and we address this via all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations. We find that the stiffness of the methylated dinucleotide step changes marginally, whereas the neigh-
boring steps become stiffer. Stiffening is further enhanced for consecutively methylated steps, providing a mechanistic origin
for the effect of hypermethylation. Steric interactions between the added methyl groups and the nonpolar groups of the neigh-
boring nucleotides are responsible for the stiffening in most cases. By constructing hydration maps, we found that methylation
also alters the surface hydration structure in distinct ways. Its resistance to deformation may contribute to the stiffening of DNA
for deformational modes lacking steric interactions. These results highlight the sequence- and deformational-mode-dependent
effects of cytosine methylation.

INTRODUCTION

DNA methylation plays crucial roles in gene regulation
(1–3). For vertebrates, it typically occurs on the cytosine
C5 atom in the CpG (CG/CG) dinucleotide step (Fig. 1 a)
(3,4). Cytosine (CYT) methylation leads to gene suppres-
sion (5–7), chromosome inactivation (8,9), and genomic
imprinting (10,11). Abnormal hypermethylation of the
CpG-rich region (CpG island) is frequently observed in
cancer cells (12–14). The CpG methylation is heritable
(6,15,16), further highlighting its significance in develop-
ment and disease progression. The methyl group on
5-methyl-CYT (mCYT) directly affects interaction with
DNA-binding proteins. For example, it blocks transcrip-
tion factors (17–19) or allows binding of methyl-CpG-
binding domain proteins (20–24). In addition, methylation
influences nucleosome formation and stability (25–31).
Though it is known to suppress nucleosome formation
(26,27,29,31), opposite results have also been reported
(25,28,30). Another study suggests that CpG methylation
has no effect on nucleosome stability (32). These findings

indicate that the effect of methylation on the conformational
behavior of DNA may depend on the local sequence around
the methylation site (33). A central aspect in this regard
is mechanics. Flexibility significantly influences protein
binding to DNA (34–37) and packing of DNA, such as
in nucleosome formation (26,27,29,31,38). Although it is
generally agreed that DNA becomes stiffer upon methyl-
ation (26,29,31,39–41), its dependence on local DNA se-
quences has not been established.

Because experiments on DNA mechanics so far do not
have dinucleotide-level resolution, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations have been instrumental for gaining
insight into sequence dependence (42–47). However, previ-
ous computational studies show varied results: cytosine
methylation either stiffens DNA (26,31,40,48,49) or has
no effect (44). It has even been proposed that flexibility in-
creases upon methylation (50). In addition to the sequence
of DNA used, these studies differ based on how flexibility
is quantified. A common approach for measuring flexibility
is to analyze the fluctuation in the helicoidal parameters,
with lower levels of fluctuation indicating stiffer DNA
(26,31,40,50). Among these studies, only (50) reports
increased flexibility of the CpG step upon methylation. In
(48), the overall flexibility for a given oligo was computed
for comparison with the corresponding DNA cyclization ex-
periments. The isotropic B-factor of each basepair has also
been used as a measure of flexibility (49). A more detailed
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analysis utilizing umbrella sampling with simplified helicoi-
dal parameters suggested that the stiffness of the CG step is
minimally affected by methylation (44).

The above results suggest that, although computer simu-
lations generally agree with experimental observations
regarding the flexibility of methylated DNA, the atomistic
origin is not well-understood. Another important aspect of
cytosine methylation is alteration of the local hydration
structure. Presence of the methyl group reduces the solva-
tion energy (40,51), which is expected given its nonpolar na-
ture. It was further argued that this reduces the accessible
conformational space and contributes to the stiffening of
the methylated DNA (40). A similar explanation about the
relation between solvation and stiffness was given, which
considered up to the first hydration shell around the methyl
group (52). However, these studies were conducted on
particular DNA sequences. Furthermore, because DNA is
a three-dimensional structure, analysis of its flexibility
should take the direction of deformation into account. In a
related vein, alteration of the hydration structure under
different deformational modes has not been previously
considered. A comprehensive, atomistic picture of the
deformation of DNA and hydration is of broader signifi-
cance because the dynamics of surface water molecules is
critical for the conformational motion of biomolecules in
general (53–56).

Here, we perform MD simulations to elucidate atom-
istic mechanisms for the methylation-induced flexibility
changes in B-DNA oligos. We use a principal-axis-based
orthogonal order parameter system that effectively de-
scribes DNA as an elastic rod (46). We also construct the
hydration map to compare changes in surface hydration
structures as methylated or nonmethylated DNA oligos un-
dergo conformational motion. We find that methylation
stiffens DNA in a sequence-dependent manner, whereas
its equilibrium conformation remains similar to that of
the nonmethylated DNA. Stiffening occurs for dinucleotide
steps neighboring the MeCpG step (MeC: mCYT). Steric in-

teractions between the C5-methyl group of mCYT with the
nonpolar groups on the 50 side are largely responsible for
the stiffening, especially the C2’methylene group of deoxy-
ribose (Fig. 1 a) and the C5-methyl group of thymine
(THY). Stiffening is further enhanced for consecutive
MeCpG steps because the steric interactions are present
on both DNA strands. This may play a role in the ‘‘methyl-
ation threshold’’ required to inactivate certain genes (57).
However, when the base on the 50 side of mCYT is not
THY, the major bending mode does not cause any signifi-
cant steric interaction. In such cases, resistance to the ma-
jor bending arises from positional constraints imposed on
the water molecules surrounding the mCYT-methyl group.
By comparison, the major groove of the nonmethylated
step is more accessible to the bulk water, and its hydration
structure readily adjusts as DNA deforms. In addition to
providing a coherent, atomistic picture for diverse experi-
mental observations on DNA mechanics and hydration,
the analysis presented here is likely to be useful for study-
ing the effects of other types of covalent modifications of
DNA and RNA (31,58).

METHODS

DNA oligo generation

The oligos used for simulation are listed in Table 1. Except for [cg]8 and

[cg]6, both ends of each oligo were capped by d(CGCG)2 to prevent fraying

(59–61). All oligos were built in the B-DNA form by using X3DNA (62).

Hydrogen atoms were added to the oligos by using CHARMM (Chemistry

at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics) (63). Four oligos, [AAAcg],

[TTTcg], [cg]8, and [CGcg], were used for our main analyses. The first

two have a MeCpG dinucleotide step in the middle, flanked by Ac/gT and

Tc/gA, respectively. We compared [cg]6 with [cg]8 to examine the length

dependence, and [GCgc] was used to check the effect of having a single

GpMeC step. The nonmethylated oligos [AAACG] and [TTTCG] were

used for comparison with [AAAcg] and [TTTcg], respectively. Data for

the nonmethylated CG repeat ([CGCG]) were from our previous study

(46). These oligos cover most of the sequences surrounding the MeCpG

step in the B-DNA form. We did not include the Cc/gG step because the

FIGURE 1 Effect of cytosine methylation on the

dinucleotide step motion. (a) The structure of a

methylated cytosine is shown. C5-methyl and

C2’-methylene groups are marked by thicker

bonds. Hydrogen atoms bonded to other heavy

atoms are not displayed. (b) Conformational mo-

tion of a dinucleotide step is shown (46). An

example of the Ac/gT step in [AAAcg] is given

(see Fig. S1 for other steps). fe1;e2;e3g: the refer-
ence triad assigned to the first basepair within a

dinucleotide step (d(AT) pair in this case) is shown.

Orange dots: the trajectory of e03 for the next d(cg)
pair is shown. fpm; pM ; ptg: the equilibrium triad

for the next basepair in a dinucleotide step

(pm=pM : minor/major principal axes). Long/short

arrows: equilibrium triads for methylated/nonme-

thylated steps. The calculated values of measured

quantities are in Table S1. To see this figure in

color, go online.
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nonmethylated CC/GG step readily turns into the A-DNA form (46,64). The

conformational transition of methylated DNA (49) is the subject of a sepa-

rate study.

MD simulation

We used CHARMM version 40a1 (63) with the param36 all-atom force

field (65) and the transferable intermolecular potential with three points

(TIP3P) model (66). Each DNA oligo was solvated in a cubic water box

of side length �84 Å to make the oligo at least 15 Å away from the

boundary in all directions, which is larger than the 12 Å cutoff for

nonbonded interactions. Sodium ions were added at �90 mM concentra-

tion to neutralize the system (26,67,68). The system was then subjected

to the initial energy minimization (600 steps of the steepest descent

method followed by 1000 steps of the adapted basis Newton-Raphson

method). During energy minimization, heavy atoms of DNAwere harmon-

ically restrained with a spring constant of 2 kcal/(mol , Å2). This was

reduced to 1 kcal/(mol , Å2) during 30 ps heating (0–300 K) and to

0.2 kcal/(mol , Å2) during 70 ps equilibration runs. Heating and equilibra-

tion were done using the constant pressure (1 atm) and temperature

method (69). Production runs were at 300 K under constant volume

(NVT) without any restraint on DNA. They lasted 100 ns except for

[GCgc] (50 ns) and [TTTCG] (150 ns). The longer time for [TTTCG]

was to avoid the influence of the transient breakage of an A-T pair next

to a C-G pair during 71–86 ns. As noted previously (46), using the interval

during which the A-T pair remains intact gives a reasonable estimate for

the stiffness of the associated dinucleotide step.

We used the SHAKE (70) algorithm to fix the length of covalent bonds

for hydrogen atoms and used a 2 fs integration time step. The particle

mesh Ewald summation method was used to account for long-range elec-

trostatic interactions (71). Simulation systems typically had �61,000

atoms, and the domain decomposition module of CHARMM was used

to achieve efficient parallelization of simulation (72). Coordinates

were saved every 10 ps (104 coordinate frames for 100 ns). Analysis

of the coordinate trajectory was done for the last 50 ns (5000 frames)

except for [GCgc], for which the last 25 ns was used (2500 frames).

To avoid end effects, only the middle eight basepairs of oligos were

used for analysis.

Calculation of helicoidal parameters, such as roll, tilt, and the helicoidal

twist, was done using X3DNA (62). Molecular structures were rendered by

using visual molecular dynamics (73). For figures and Supporting Material

that display the hydration map, University of California at San Francisco

Chimera (74) was used.

Principal axis-based analysis of DNA mechanics

The main idea of this approach is to find the most and least flexible bending

directions of a dinucleotide step (principal axes) and to describe the local

deformation of DNA using four order parameters: the major and the minor

bending angles, twist about the direction perpendicular to the two principal

axes (axial direction), and extension in the axial direction. By construction,

the four order parameters form an orthogonal set for the deformation of DNA

as an elastic rod, which can be directly used to estimate larger-scale quanti-

ties, such as the persistence length or the elastic energy of deformation (46).

To find the principal axes, local triads fe1; e2; e3g (orthonormal coordinate

bases) are first assigned to individual basepairs. The axial vector e3 is perpen-

dicular to the best-fit plane of a basepair. e1 is perpendicular to both e3 and the

vector from C8 of purine to C6 of pyrimidine, which fixes e2 ¼ e3 � e1.

Denote the triads for the two basepairs forming a dinucleotide step as

fe1; e2; e3g and fe01; e02; e03g, respectively. The trajectory of e03 relative to

fe1; e2; e3g forms an ellipsoidal set of dots (orange dots in Figs. 1 b and

S1). Its centroid vector pt corresponds to the equilibrium-bending direction

of the dinucleotide step. The long and short axes of the ellipsoid form the

major and minor bending directions (red solid and black dashed circles in

Figs. 1 b andS1). The axes perpendicular to these directions are, respectively,

the major and the minor principal axes of bending, pM and pm. The set

fpm; pM ; ptg forms a right-handed orthonormal system that we call the equi-

librium triad. The orientation of the equilibrium triad relative to fe1; e2; e3g
represents the equilibrium conformation of a given dinucleotide step.

The major/minor bending angle of a step at each time frame can be

measured as the projection angles of e03 onto the major and minor directions

(circles inFigs. 1b andS1). The reference direction for the bending anglemea-

surement is pt, so a zero bending angle means that the dinucleotide step takes

the equilibrium curvature. The twist angle of a step at each framewas obtained

by measuring the Euler angle between the current triad fe01; e02; e03g and the

equilibrium triad fpm; pM ; ptg about pt. The extension of a dinucleotide step

was calculated from the distance between the centroids of neighboring triads

(the centroid for a triad is at the midpoint between C8 of purine and C6 of py-

rimidine for the corresponding basepair). The stiffness of each deformational

modewas calculated by applying the equipartition theorem,which is inversely

proportional to the variance of the order parameter (46,75). Cþþ and

MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) codes for calculating the equilib-

rium triads and the stiffnesses of the four order parameters from simulation

trajectories are provided in Data S1.

Water density map

We constructed the water density map (hydration map) based on our previ-

ously developed approach (76). Briefly, the space within 20 Å from a given

set of reference atoms (region of interest) was divided into cubic cells of

linear size 0.7 Å (half the approximate radius of a water molecule). The

fraction of coordinate frames during which a water oxygen atom visits a

cell divided by the cell volume (0.73 Å3) yields the local water density.

As the oligo moves in space, the cells also move with the reference atoms.

If the reference atoms undergo large conformational motion, the locations

of cells relative to them become less defined. We thus used a dinucleotide

step for reference instead of using the entire oligo. For visualization, maps

were saved in the Medical Research Council electron-density file format.

The method for calculating the hydration map for a given simulation trajec-

tory has been incorporated into CHARMM.

To construct the hydration map under large deformations of DNA (Figs. 7

and 8), coordinate frames from the last 50 ns, during which one of the order

parameters is higher or lower than the average by one SD, were used. In

these subsets of coordinate frames, distributions of the other order param-

eters are minimally affected because they are orthogonal. The structure for

TABLE 1 Names and Sequences of DNA Oligos Used in

Simulation

Name Sequence Steps Studied

[AAAcg] d(CGCGAAAcgTTTCGCG)

d(CGCGAAAcgTTTCGCG)

Ac/gT, cg/cg

[TTTcg] d(CGCGTTTcgAAACGCG)

d(CGCGTTTcgAAACGCG)

Tc/gA, cg/cg

[cg]8 d(cgcgcgcgcgcgcgcg)

d(cgcgcgcgcgcgcgcg)

cg/cg, gc/gc

[CGcg] d(CGCGCGCGcgCGCGCG)

d(CGCGCGcgCGCGCGCG)

Gc/gC, cg/cg

[cg]6 d(cgcgcgcgcgcg) d(cgcgcgcgcgcg) gc/gc

[GCgc] d(CGCGCGCgcGCGCGCG)

d(CGCGCGCgcGCGCGCG)

gc/gc

[AAACG] d(CGCGAAACGTTTCGCG)

d(CGCGAAACGTTTCGCG)

AC/GT, CG/CG

[TTTCG] d(CGCGTTTCGAAACGCG)

d(CGCGTTTCGAAACGCG)

TC/GA, CG/CG

The sequence for each strand is given in the 50 to 30 direction. The

lower-case ‘‘c’’ refers to mCYT, and ‘‘g’’ is the complementary guanine

of mCYT.
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the orientational reference was taken from a coordinate frame in which the

corresponding order parameter is close to the average value for the selected

frames with large deformations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of methylation on conformational
properties of dinucleotide steps

We quantified the conformational motion of a dinucleotide
step by assigning triads to each basepair and analyzing their
relative motion. For all dinucleotide steps, the equilibrium
triad fpm; pM; ptg changes its orientation very little upon
methylation, suggesting that the equilibrium curvature of
DNA is largely unaffected (Figs. 1 b and S1). This is consis-
tent with previous simulations that yielded no significant
changes in the average values of helicoidal parameters of
certain methylated DNA oligos (31,40). Similar to the non-
methylated case (46), distributions of the major and minor
bending angles for the methylated cases closely follow
Gaussian, indicating that their bending motion can be
described by linear elasticity (Figs. 2 and S2). Distributions
of twist angles are more strongly affected (e.g., Fig. 2, c

and f). Because twist measures the rotation of fe01; e02; e03g
about pt, it is decoupled from the orientation of the equilib-
rium triad; hence, it does not have any major impact on the
local contour of DNA (77).

We calculated the stiffness associated with major/minor
bending and twist and compared values between methylated
and nonmethylated cases (Fig. 3; values are in Table S2).
Dinucleotide steps away from the methylation site have
stiffnesses that are overall similar to those of nonmethylated
oligos (marked ‘‘B.N.’’ in Fig. 3, a, b, and d). For the MeCpG
step, stiffness does not change significantly upon methyl-
ation (star in Fig. 3). This agrees with a previous one-
dimensional umbrella sampling simulation of the MeCpG
step, showing that its flexibility is unaffected by methylation
(44). A more prominent increase in stiffness was observed
for steps neighboring the MeCpG step (marked ‘‘N’’ in
Fig. 3). The major and minor bending stiffnesses increase
from 17% ([TTTcg]) to 36% ([cg]8) and from 33%
([AAAcg]) to 74% ([cg]8), respectively. The twist stiffness
also increases from 20% ([CGcg]) to 67% ([cg]8). A similar
trend was observed for the extensional stiffness kE (Fig. S3).

Thus, methylation stiffens the neighboring steps rather
than the methylated step itself. It is also worth noting that

FIGURE 2 (a–f) Distributions of angles with and

without methylation (lines with and without sym-

bols, respectively). The names of the dinucleotide

step and the oligo used for the analysis are shown

in each panel. References for the major and minor

bending angles (along the red solid and black

dashed circles in Figs. 1 b and S1) are the equilib-

rium direction pt, so that their distributions are

peaked at zero degrees. Fig. S2 plots distributions

for the major and minor bending angles on logarith-

mic scales, which reveals their Gaussian nature

more clearly. To see this figure in color, go online.
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as the density of methylation increases (Fig. 3, c and d; [cg]8
vs. [CGcg]), stiffening is further enhanced. This indicates
that hypermethylation of the CpG island alters the mechan-
ical property of DNA more than linear superposition of
individual methylated steps, which may be related to
the ‘‘methylation threshold’’ requirement for inactivating
certain genes (57). Its structural origin is explained below.

Among the helicoidal parameters, roll, tilt, and the heli-
coidal twist approximately correspond to the two directions
of bending and the twist in our principal axis-based system.
For comparison, we used fluctuations of these three helicoi-
dal parameters to calculate their apparent stiffnesses, which
show a similar trend to that for the principal axis-based stiff-
ness (Fig. S4). This is expected because stiffening of neigh-
boring steps will also reduce fluctuations in helicoidal
parameters. However, the changes are not as pronounced
as the results of our principal axis-based analysis, and the
helicoidal stiffness of the MeCpG step itself also increases
in some cases. This is due to the difference between our
motion-based orthogonal order parameters and the atomic-
structure-based helicoidal parameters, where the former
more clearly describe the deformational modes of DNA.

Structural basis for the altered stiffness

The changes in stiffness can be explained mainly in terms
of the interactions between the mCYT-methyl group and
other nonpolar groups of the neighboring nucleotide
(Figs. 1 a and 4 a). Because of the right-handed structure
of B-DNA, the nucleotide on the 50 side of MeCpG is closer
to the mCYT-methyl group than that on the 30 side. Steric
interaction with nearby groups upon large deformation can
suppress conformational fluctuation of the step, thereby

increasing the stiffness of neighboring steps (Fig. 4).
Within the MeCpG step itself, the methyl groups do not
interact, and hence, its stiffness is similar to that of the
nonmethylated case.

FIGURE 3 (a–d) Ratio of dinucleotide stiffness

between methylated and nonmethylated oligos.

Star, MeCpG step. ‘‘N,’’ neighboring steps. ‘‘B.N.,’’

region beyond neighbors. A similar plot for the

extensional stiffness is in Fig. S3. To see this figure

in color, go online.

FIGURE 4 Steric interaction between the mCYT-methyl and adjacent

nonpolar groups. (a) [TTTcg] is used for illustration. Yellow, mCYT-

methyl. Green, C2’-methylene (present in all nucleotides; Fig. 1 a). Purple,

THY-methyl group. Circular arrows, directions of rotation where major/

minor bending and twist angles increase. (b–d) Examples show where

high or low values of angles cause steric contact with the mCYT-methyl

group (marked by square bracket). (b) shows major bending. (c) shows

minor bending. (d) shows twist. The structures in each panel have the angle

in question taking high or low values, whereas the other two angles are

close to their averages. To see this figure in color, go online.
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For the neighboring steps, steric interactions depend on
the type and the direction of deformation. High major/minor
bending leads to a clash of the mCYT-methyl group with the
THY-methyl/C2’-methylene groups, respectively (Fig. 4, b
and c). Low major or low minor bending do not incur any
noticeable clash. On the other hand, high/low twist leads
to a clash with C2’-methylene/THY-methyl groups, respec-
tively (Fig. 4 d). If the base on the 50 side of mCYT is not
THY, the interaction with the THY-methyl group is absent.
This is supported by the overall greater increase in stiffness
of the neighboring steps in [TTTcg] compared to those in
[AAAcg] and [CGcg] (Figs. 3 and S3). Yet, [cg]8, which
has consecutive MeCpG steps, exhibits the greatest increase
in stiffness of the neighboring steps. To test whether this ef-
fect depends on the length of oligos, we used [cg]6, which
contains fewer MeCpG steps. However, its stiffness is nearly
the same as that for [cg]8 (Fig. S5 a). We found that the stiff-
ness enhancement is a more local effect; the two mCYTs
within a gc/gc step (sandwiched between two MeCpG steps)
interact with C2’-methylene groups on both DNA strands
(Fig. S5 b). To further test this, we used [GCgc], which con-
tains a GpMeC step (physiologically less relevant (3,4)).
Despite having only a single GpMeC step, its stiffness is
similar to that of [cg]8 (Fig. S5 a). This confirms that the
stiffness enhancement is due to the doubling of the interac-
tion between mCYT-methyl and C2’-methylene.

To quantitatively analyze the interaction, we measured
two-dimensional (2D) histograms of the minimal distance
for the mCYT-methyl and C2’-methylene pair versus
the four order parameters (Fig. 5, a–d). For [TTTcg], the
mCYT-methyl and THY-methyl minimal distance histogram
was measured as well (Fig. 5 e). For the major bending, 2D
histograms of the mCYT-methyl and C2’-methylene pair
do not show any significant asymmetry, suggesting that
the interaction is not strong in this mode (Fig. 5, a–d, col-
umn 1). For mCYT-methyl and THY-methyl, the histogram
is skewed to low major bending angle (Fig. 5 e, column 1),
which agrees with the increasing steric interaction at higher
major bending angle (Fig. 4 b). 2D histograms for the minor
bending also show trends that are consistent with the steric
interactions illustrated in Fig. 4 c; for mCYT-methyl and
C2’-methylene, the histograms are tilted to low minor
bending angles because high minor bending leads to steric
clash (Fig. 5, a–d, column 2), whereas no such bias is present
for mCYT-methyl and THY-methyl (Fig. 5 e, column 2). For
twist, the 2D histograms involving the C2’-methylene and
THY-methyl groups tilt in opposite directions (Fig. 5, col-
umn 3), which is also in agreement with our structural anal-
ysis (Fig. 4 d). In the case of extension, 2D histograms for
C2’-methylene are skewed to larger values, whereas the his-
togram is symmetric for THY-methyl (Fig. 5, column 4),
which suggests that the former contact becomes significant
at low extensions.

We further generated 2D histograms of the interaction en-
ergy (electrostatic and Lennard-Jones) between the groups

mentioned above. They have skewing directions approxi-
mately opposite to those of the minimal distance histograms
(Fig. 5 versus Fig. S6). This is because high-energy states
are visited less. However, the trend is not as clear because
interactions between atoms that are not in close contact
also contribute to the measured energy. In a related vein,
because the neighboring atoms are in near-contact in equi-
librium, the effect of steric interaction gradually increases
with angles rather than being limited only to large angles
(Fig. S2).

As another means of probing asymmetric deformation
(compared to nonmethylated cases), we recalculated the dis-
tributions of angles for the steps in the methylated oligos us-
ing the corresponding equilibrium triads in nonmethylated
oligos (Fig. S7). The distributions for the methylated cases
(Figs. 2 and S2) do not exhibit noticeable asymmetry because
the equilibrium triads are constructed based on centers of
respective distributions (cf. Fig. 1 b). In comparison, the dis-
tributions ofmethylated cases based on the equilibrium triads
of the nonmethylated cases, though approximate, do reveal
the tendency for higher angles to be suppressed for the steps
neighboring the MeCpG step (Fig. S7, c–f).

The dependence of steric interactions on the deforma-
tional mode is consistent with the enhancement of the minor
bending and twist stiffness of neighboring steps (Fig. 3).
Because the mCYT-methyl and C2’-methylene interactions
are present in all neighbor steps, the minor bending stiffness
increases to a similar extent across all oligos, and for [cg]8,
it further increases because of the doubling of this interac-
tion (Fig. S5). The large increase in the twist stiffness
of [TTTcg] (Fig. 3 b) may be attributed to the additional
interaction involving the THY-methyl group for low twist
(Fig. 4 d). On the other hand, the increase in the major
bending stiffness does not correlate well with this steric
mechanism. Despite the interaction between mCYT-methyl
and THY-methyl upon high major bending (Fig. 4 b), the
increase in the major bending stiffness of [TTTcg] is
not particularly high compared to that of other oligos
(Fig. 3 b). Additional factors must affect the major bending
of the other oligos, for which we found that surface hydra-
tion may play a significant role.

Organization of surface water

In addition to directly affecting intra-DNA interactions,
cytosine methylation alters the organization of nearby wa-
ter molecules. Adopting our previously developed method
(76), we calculated the water density map, which yields
the probability density of a water oxygen at a given loca-
tion relative to DNA in 0.7 Å resolution. The calculated
map was visualized with a certain density cutoff. With a
cutoff equal to the bulk water density (0.0333 Å�3), the hy-
dration map takes a round morphology consisting of two
protruding rims following the double-helical phosphate
backbone (red part in Fig. 6 a). Water molecules that are
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further away from DNA than this move without any
defined positional relation relative to DNA, so that they
have low and diffuse density profiles. Thus, the region dis-
played with the bulk density cutoff defines an approximate
range in which water molecules move together with DNA.
Its boundary is at �15 Å from DNA’s axis, defining the
radius of a hydrated DNA. Considering the 10 Å atomic
radius of DNA and the 2.8 Å distance between water mol-
ecules, the hydrated DNA contains two hydration shells
from the phosphate backbone, which agrees with previous
findings (78–80). At this level, the density maps look
similar across all oligos.

More specific hydration structure is revealed at higher
density cutoffs. We first used 1.5 times the bulk water den-
sity (0.05 Å�3; Videos S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7).
Viewed along the major groove of the oligo, the second
hydration shell is no longer present, and the ‘‘herring-
bone’’ structure of the first hydration shell around phosphate

groups is visible along the double-helix backbone (Fig. 6 b;
Videos S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7).

Differences in hydration structure between methylated
and nonmethylated cytosines can be seen in the major
groove. With a cutoff at 1.5 times the bulk density, each
mCYT-methyl group is surrounded by an onion-like hemi-
spherical hydration shell (Fig. 6 b), which is reminiscent
of the clathrate structure around nonpolar groups (81).
Because of the proximity between the two methyl groups,
the shells merge in the middle, forming a vertically elon-
gated density. Similar features are found for the MeCpG
steps in other oligos (Videos S1, S3, and S4). For [TTTcg],
the THY-methyl groups above and below cause the central
water density to shrink (Video S2). By contrast, for nonme-
thylated oligos, the major groove is extensively filled with
stripe-like water densities (Videos S5, S6, and S7). The
appearance of connected stripes instead of punctate blobs
indicates that a certain degree of positional flexibility is

FIGURE 5 2D histograms of order parameters

versus the minimal distance between the mCYT-

methyl group, with (a)–(d) the neighboring C2’-

methylene and (e) the THY-methyl group in

[TTTcg] on the 50 side (cf. Fig. 4). To see this figure
in color, go online.
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present for water molecules that form hydrogen bonds with
the major groove of DNA.

Using a cutoff at twice the bulk water density reveals
more clearly the locations of water molecules hydrogen-
bonded to DNA (Figs. 6, c and e and S8; Videos S8, S9,
S10, S11, S12, S13, and S14). The outer side of the hydra-
tion shell covering the mCYT-methyl group is not visible, as
its density is lower than the cutoff used. The remaining hy-
dration shell forms a characteristic ‘‘double-D ring’’ around
the two mCYT-methyl groups (Fig. 6 b versus c; also see
Videos S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, and S14). For the non-
methylated oligos, the stripe-like densities break and have
a reduced volume. Without the methyl groups that impose
constraints on the arrangement of water molecules, water
density does not organize into any particular patterns such
as the double-D ring. Instead, their locations more closely
follow hydrogen bonding to the major groove and the phos-
phate backbone atoms.

The hydration map in the minor groove depends less on
methylation (Fig. 6, d and f; Videos S8 and S13). In all
oligos, there are two rows of densities running in parallel
along the minor groove. Their elongated morphology indi-
cates that water molecules are mobile mostly along the
direction of the groove. The density profile agrees with
the analysis based on crystal structures in which water mol-
ecules form ‘‘spines’’ along the minor groove (82). Inter-
spersed along the spine are additional densities located
radially further away from DNA’s axis (green blobs in
Fig. 6, d and f). They correspond to water molecules
bridging between the spine water and the water network
around the phosphate backbone. The presence of an exten-
sive network of water molecules around DNA is consistent
with a previous neutron-diffraction experiment (83).

To gain an averaged view of hydration, we calculated the
radial distribution function (RDF) of water oxygen about the
carbon atom in the mCYT-methyl group (C5m; Fig. 1 a) or
about the corresponding H5 atom in the nonmethylated
CYT (Fig. S9). Compared to the H5 atom, peaks for the first
hydration shell of the RDF are located 0.8–0.9 Å away from
the C5m atom because of the larger size of the mCYT-
methyl group. The density of the peak is also higher in the
methylated case (Fig. S9) because the hydration shell forms
a ring around the methyl groups, whereas it is more punctate
in the nonmethylated case (Fig. 6). In both cases, beyond
�15 Å, the RDF gradually approaches the bulk value
without oscillation. This is again consistent with our hydra-
tion map analysis, revealing the extent of the solvation shell
moving with DNA (Fig. 6 a).

We also calculated the density for Naþ. Although tran-
sient binding of ions may play a structural role (84,85),
our simulation systems contain only moderate �90 mM
monovalent Naþ. Indeed, we had to lower the density cutoff
for Naþ to 0.2 times the bulk water density to visualize. It is
found mainly along the center of the minor groove, and it is
largely absent in the major groove (Fig. S10). This indicates
that Naþ is highly mobile and does not bind strongly to the
major groove. Furthermore, because it populates mostly the
minor groove, Naþ should have little methylation-depen-
dent effect.

Contribution of surface hydration to DNA
mechanics

To find the response of water to the deformation of DNA, we
constructed the hydration map based on coordinate frames
in which the dinucleotide step in question exhibits a large

FIGURE 6 Water density map around the central

dinucleotide step of (a–d) [AAAcg] and (e and f)

[AAACG]. The viewing direction is (a)–(c) and

(e) the major groove, and (d) and (f) the minor

groove. The water density cutoffs used were as fol-

lows: (a) bulk value ðrbulkÞ, (b) 1.5 times, and (c–f)

two times the bulk value. The color scale shows the

distance from the DNA’s axis. mCYT-methyl (yel-

low), THY-methyl (dark red), and C2’-methylene

on the 50 side of the MeCpG step (green) are

rendered as spheres (cf. Fig. 4 a). Videos S1, S2,

S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13,

and S14 display density maps of different oligos

with cutoffs at 1.5 times (Videos S1, S2, S3, S4,

S5, S6, and S7) and 2.0 times (Videos S8, S9,

S10, S11, S12, S13 and S14) the bulk density.

Overlaid views of maps in (c) and (e) and similar

views for other oligos are in Fig. S8. To see this

figure in color, go online.
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deformation in one of its order parameters (see Methods).
We first consider deformations of the central MeCpG (cg/
cg) and CG/CG steps (Fig. 7; Fig. S11; the response of water
in other oligos shows similar behaviors). For high major
bending, the water density in the major groove between
the two mCYT-methyl groups changes from a vertically
elongated shape to a round or slightly horizontal shape,
as the vertical spacing in the major groove decreases.
Conversely, for low major bending, the density between
the mCYT-methyl groups elongates vertically (ovals in
Fig. 7, a and b). Other parts of the double-D density ring
around the mCYT-methyl groups also exhibit vertical align-
ment/splitting under high/low major bending (horizontal
lines in Fig. 7, a and b). Similar responses are seen for the
minor bending to a lesser extent, as the step bends the least
in the minor principal direction (Fig. 7, c and d). For twist,
the density between the mCYT-methyl groups becomes
vertically elongated under high twist, and under low twist,
it becomes horizontally wider (Fig. 7, e and f). We did not
consider changes under extension because this is the stiffest
deformational mode (46). In the minor groove, the water
spine is more stably bound (55) so that its response to defor-
mations of DNA is not very extensive (data not shown).
Furthermore, because the hydration in the minor groove
does not depend on methylation (Fig. 6), we do not consider
it further.

The hydration map in the major groove of the nonmethy-
lated CG/CG step also undergoes changes as DNA deforms.
High major bending or high twist reduces the size of the ma-
jor groove (Fig. 4 a), so that the water densities become

closer or merge. Converse effects occur when large defor-
mations occur in opposite directions. Minor bending has
less influence on the hydration map because it is the least
bendable direction and also because DNA grooves deform
laterally (Fig. 4 a) without much difference in size. Overall,
these results show that the hydration around the MeCpG and
CG/CG steps readily adapts as DNA deforms.

Next, we constructed hydration maps under large defor-
mations of the steps neighboring the MeCpG step and
the corresponding steps of the nonmethylated oligos. We
focused only on the major bending of [AAAcg] and
[CGcg] because their stiffnesses increase without any
noticeable steric interaction (Fig. 4). In this case, water mol-
ecules in the horizontal part of the double-D ring form
hydrogen bonds with the C6-carbonyl and N7 of the guanine
base shared between MeCpG and its neighboring step (g9 in
Fig. 8 a and g8 in Fig. 8 c). The corner-like geometry
created by guanine and the mCYT-methyl group above sta-
bilizes the horizontal parts of the double-D ring, which is
maintained but displaced downward under high major
bending (horizontal lines in Fig. 8, a and c). For the non-
methylated [AAACG], the density exists separately for
the dinucleotide step, as water molecules can form
hydrogen bonds with respective bases (two horizontal lines
in Fig. 8 b). For [CGCG], a single horizontal density is
observed, but it is thicker and is positioned halfway between
G8 and C9 without any downward displacement (Fig. 8 d).

These results suggest that a single row of water density
forming the horizontal part of the double-D ring has to
satisfy the constraint that it forms hydrogen bonds with

FIGURE 7 Hydration maps (cutoff at twice the bulk density) around the major grooves for large deformations of (a–f) MeCpG of [AAAcg] and (g–l) CG/

CG of [AAACG] (marked by square brackets). Labels on the far left show deformational modes. ‘‘High’’ and ‘‘low’’ designations on top show cases in which

the respective angles are higher or lower than the average by more than one SD. (a and b) Horizontal lines and ovals and (e and f) rectangles colored in pink

are visual guides to highlight deformations of the hydration map. Overlaid views of these maps are in Fig. S11. To see this figure in color, go online.
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the neighboring base simultaneously as it is stabilized by the
corner-like geometry created by the mCYT-methyl group.
Because it will be more difficult to maintain hydrogen bonds
with the neighboring base when the mCYT-methyl group
displaces water, high major bending will be suppressed. Un-
der low major bending, the major groove becomes more
open so that the hydration can adapt more easily and form
densities separately for the two basepairs in both methylated
and nonmethylated cases (Fig. 8, e and f).

Circumstantial evidence for the role of hydration is
found in the flexibility of DNA containing 5-hydroxymethyl
cytosine, which replaces a hydrogen atom in the mCYT-
methyl group with a hydroxyl group. Despite the relatively
minor substitution, the stiffness of the oligo decreases (31).
Because steric interaction is unlikely to be affected greatly,
the drastic changes in stiffness are likely due to altered
organization of water around the hydroxymethyl group.
The potential role of hydration affecting the flexibility of
methylated or hydroxymethylated DNA has been previously
suggested for an isolated MeCG pair (52), whereas the
MeCpG methylation pattern is found in mammals.

CONCLUSIONS

This study elucidates the atomistic mechanisms of the
sequence- and deformational-mode-dependent stiffening
of methylated DNA. Decomposing the DNA motion using
the orthogonal order parameters made it possible to analyze

the effects of steric interactions and the surface hydration in
a direction-dependent manner. As demonstrated through
different oligos (Fig. 3), stiffness is determined mainly at
the dinucleotide level, where nonlocal effects by basepairs
beyond immediate neighbors play secondary roles. This al-
lows for the building of an approximate ‘‘flexibility map’’
for oligos with arbitrary sequences using the dinucleotide-
level information (Table S2) (46).

In comparison to the steric mechanism, the role of hydra-
tion for the conformational dynamics of DNA is more diffi-
cult to assess; for this reason, we perform a qualitative
analysis based on the response of the surface hydration to
different deformational modes of DNA. For further testing
the role of water, it should be noted that A-DNA is preferred
over the B-DNA conformation at low water content (85) so
that one cannot simply compare simulations with and
without water. We have also calculated the interaction en-
ergies of surface water molecules hydrogen-bonded to
DNA, but their large fluctuation made it difficult to draw
any clear correlation with the deformation of DNA. We
leave a more quantitative evaluation of the energetic contri-
bution of water to the calculated stiffness of DNA to future
studies.

Recently, other force fields for DNA have been devel-
oped, including the additive Assisted Model Building with
Energy Refinement (AMBER) bsc1 and OL15 (86) and
the polarizable CHARMM Drude 2017 force field (87,88).
Compared to the CHARMM param36 force field used in

FIGURE 8 Response of hydration to large major

bending of the steps neighboring (a, c, and e) meth-

ylated and (b, d, and f) nonmethylated steps

(marked by angular brackets). (a–d) High major

bending and (e and f) low major bending are shown.

Horizontal lines are visual guides to highlight the

response of water to deformation. In (a) and (c),

a single row of water density is displaced down-

ward. To see this figure in color, go online.
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this study, their improvements are mostly in quantitative de-
tails in terms of deviations from experimental structures,
and in the case of the Drude force field, differences in the
potential energy functions of internal angles become
apparent mainly for large deformations away from minima
(87). Drude 2017 will thus be more suitable for studying
conformational transitions and sensitive dependence on
ions (88). But all of these force fields work reasonably
well for equilibrium thermal fluctuations, though specific
values of measured stiffness may vary to some extent. Simi-
larly, because of the given geometry of water, its organiza-
tion near DNA is expected to be similar across different
force fields. Thus, our main conclusions regarding the
steric- and hydration-based mechanisms should hold.

It is of interest to discuss the potential role of cytosine
methylation on the flexibility of short oligos. Single-mole-
cule experiments have shown that oligoswith lengths smaller
than 100 bp are more flexible compared to predictions from
worm-like chain models (89–91). Models such as kinkable
worm-like chains (91) and asymmetric elastic rods (92) intro-
duce a second energy minimum at large bending angles.
However, our simulations probing equilibrium thermal fluc-
tuation did not find any bimodal behavior (Fig. 2), which is
similar to the absence of bimodality in nonmethylated oligos
(46,88). Furthermore, because cytosine methylation only
marginally affects the equilibrium triad, it is unlikely to
induce any significant changes in the curvature of DNA,
which has previously been suggested to contribute to high
flexibility of short nonmethylated oligos (90). Yet, our results
do not preclude conformational transitions at larger deforma-
tions that were not sampled in this study.

Our study provides a base knowledge for understanding
the effect of cytosine methylation on the dynamics of
DNA packaging at larger scales. Another important implica-
tion of this study is that the nonpolar methyl group actively
organizes and stabilizes the surrounding hydration structure.
The role of hydration around nonpolar groups for the
conformational dynamics of biomolecules is a problem of
broad interest that warrants deeper investigation.
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Step [oligo] s (Å) pM pm θt σ(s) σ(θM ) σ(θm)

cg/cg [AAAcg] 3.3760 (-0.2946,0.9556,0.0001) (0.9524,0.2936,-0.0825) 22.28±4.75 0.40 6.10 3.47

CG/CG [AAACG] 3.3746 (-0.3033,0.9529,-0.0082) (0.9501,0.3017,-0.0796) 21.11±5.06 0.44 6.31 3.38

cg/cg [TTTcg] 3.7837 (-0.2350,0.9720,-0.0005) (0.9685,0.2341,-0.0853) 18.49±6.34 0.40 6.11 3.30

CG/CG [TTTCG] 3.8043 (-0.2457,0.9694,0.0033) (0.9661,0.2451,-0.0812) 16.20±6.33 0.41 6.54 3.19

cg/cg [cg]8 3.3268 (-0.3032,0.9529,-0.0028) (0.9467,0.3009,-0.1150) 21.43±4.83 0.37 5.70 3.61

cg/cg [CGcg] 3.4435 (-0.3276,0.9448,0.0028) (0.9410,0.3265,-0.0893) 19.22±5.39 0.37 5.82 3.15

Ac/gT [AAAcg] 3.6184 (-0.1878,0.9821,0.0157) (0.9767,0.1885,-0.1023) 19.44±4.50 0.32 6.22 2.42

AC/GT [AAACG] 3.6432 (-0.2179,0.9759,0.0139) (0.9698,0.2181,-0.1088) 18.15±5.24 0.35 6.91 2.80

gA/Tc [TTTcg] 3.7112 (-0.4580,0.8889,-0.0103) (0.8885,0.4574,-0.0369) 6.04±5.18 0.35 5.46 2.86

GA/TC [TTTCG] 3.6877 (-0.4465,0.8948,0.0001) (0.8944,0.4463,-0.0298) 8.18±6.18 0.40 5.91 3.42

gc/gc [cg]8 3.5599 (-0.2572,0.9664,-0.0009) (0.9630,0.2563,-0.0830) 14.52±5.33 0.28 4.92 2.18

Gc/gC [CGcg] 3.5245 (-0.2145,0.9767,0.0076) (0.9727,0.2143,-0.0891) 17.82±6.26 0.30 5.29 2.39

Table S1: Equilibrium conformations of dinucleotide steps analyzed in this study. The first column shows the name of a step
and the oligo from which calculations were made (sequences of oligos are in Table 1). Names with all capital letters are for
non-methylated oligos. s: Average distance between centroids; pM and pm: Coordinates of the major and minor principal
axes relative to the triad of the reference base pair. These set pt = pm × pM . θt: Average and standard deviation of the twist
angle (degrees). σ(s), σ(θM ), and σ(θm) : Standard deviations of the distance between centroids (Å), and the major and the
minor bending angles (degrees), respectively.

Step [oligo] κM (×104) κm (×104) κt (×104) κE

cg/cg [AAAcg] 1.23 (1.15) 3.82 (4.02) 2.04 (1.79) 262 (218)

cg/cg [TTTcg] 1.38 (1.21) 4.73 (5.08) 1.28 (1.29) 254 (241)

cg/cg [cg]8 1.39 (1.24) 3.48 (3.95) 1.94 (1.66) 305 (308)

cg/cg [CGcg] 1.29 (1.24) 3.76 (3.95) 1.61 (1.66) 301 (308)

Ac/gT [AAAcg] 1.27 (1.04) 8.40 (6.30) 2.43 (1.81) 416 (344)

gA/Tc [TTTcg] 1.69 (1.44) 6.15 (4.28) 1.88 (1.31) 338 (256)

gc/gc [cg]8 2.00 (1.47) 10.14 (5.84) 1.70 (1.02) 521 (384)

Gc/gC [CGcg] 1.71 (1.47) 8.38 (5.84) 1.22 (1.02) 450 (384)

Table S2: Average stiffness of steps in methylated oligos (cf., Fig. 3). κM (major bending), κm (minor bending), and κt (twist)
are in pN·Å2, and κE (extension) is in pN/Å. Reference values from non-methylated oligos are in parentheses. In case an oligo
contains multiple steps of the same type (such as cg/cg in [cg]8), the corresponding stiffness were averaged over those steps.
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Figure S1: Principal axis-based analysis. (a) gA/Tc step in [TTTcg], (b) gc/gc step in [cg]8, (c) cg/cg step in [cg]8, and (d)
cg/cg step in [TTTcg]. See Fig. 1 for explanation.
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Figure S2: Distributions of major and minor bending angles plotted on logarithmic scale (cf., Fig. 2). For the horizontal axis,
sign(Angle)×(Angle)2 is used. In this way, a Gaussian distribution appears as two straight lines.
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Figure S3: Ratio of extensional stiffness between methylated and non-methylated oligos. Symbols are explained in Fig. 3.
Similar to the bending and twist stiffness, the ratio increases for steps neighboring the MeCpG step.

Figure S4: Ratio between the apparent stiffness of roll, tilt, and helicoidal twist for dinucleotide steps between methylated and
non-methylated oligos. The same simulations for Fig. 3 were used for analysis. Note that the vertical axis has the same range
as in Fig. 3, which illustrates that the principal axis-based analysis reveals stiffness changes more clearly.
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Figure S5: Origin of the stiffness enhancement in consecutively methylated CG-repeats. (a) Stiffness ratios of the gc/gc step
in [CGcg], [cg]8, [cg]6, and [GCgc], relative to the non-methylated GC/GC step (cf., Fig. 3). Although [GCgc] has only a
single GpMeC step, its stiffness enhancement is comparable to those of [cg]6 and [cg]8. (b) Illustration of the dual interactions
between mCYT-methyl and and the neighboring C2’-methylene groups in the GpMeC step.

Figure S6: 2D-histograms of order parameters vs. the interaction energy (electrostatic and Lennard-Jones) between the mCYT-
methyl group with (a–d) the neighboring C2’-methylene and (e) the THY-methyl group in [TTTcg] on the 5’-side. The
skewing directions of histograms are opposite to those for the minimum distance histograms (Fig. 5).
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Figure S7: Distributions of angles based on the equilibrium triads of non-methylated oligos. Distributions for the non-
methylated oligos are the same as those in Fig. 2, except that they are in logarithmic scale. For steps neighboring MeCpG
(symbols in panels c–f), larger angles tend to be suppressed more compared to smaller angles, which is consistent with the
mechanism illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure S8: Overlaid hydration maps around the MeCpG (orange) and the corresponding non-methylated CG/CG (cyan) steps
(cf., Fig. 6). Due to their transparency, overlapping regions of density maps appear in darker green colors.
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Figure S9: Radial distribution function of water oxygen around the carbon atom in the mCYT-methyl group (black) and the
H5 atom in the corresponding position of the non-methylated CYT (red). Distributions are normalized by the bulk water
density (∼0.033313/Å3).

Figure S10: Density of sodium ions (khaki). [AAAcg] is used as an example. Water density is colored uniformly in cyan.
Density cutoffs used are, in multiples of the bulk water density: 0.2 times for for Na+, and 2 times for water.
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Figure S11: Overlaid hydration maps around the MeCpG (orange; [AAAcg]) and the corresponding non-methylated CG/CG
(cyan; [AAACG]) steps under high deformations (cf., Fig. 7). Due to their transparency, overlapping regions of density maps
appear in darker green colors. Since deformed structures are used as reference, they do not align as well compared those in
Fig. S8. Alignments are worse for the neighboring steps whose stiffness between methylated and non-methylated cases differ.
For this reason, overlaid maps corresponding to Fig. 8 were not generated.
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